Practical Information

Within the University

The Mathematics department of the University Paris 13 is attached to the Institut Galilée, which is a component of the University.

- The department is located in the building B-D of the Institut Galilée, on the third and fourth floors.
- Certain conferences organized by the LAGA are held in the new building (F-G) of the Institut Galilée.

Map of the Campus (Villetaneuse)

The map of the Villetaneuse campus of the Université Paris 13, shows how to find the Institut Galilée.

- The Institut Galilée is indicated by the number 2 and the buildings A, B, D, F-G are clearly visible.
- The bus stops serving the campus are marked and one can obtain a map of the bus route by clicking on the number of the bus.

Google Earth

The Department can be located using Google Earth with the aid of the following kml file.

How to get to Villetaneuse

- by road, train or by bus

1. By road: When coming from Paris, take the autoroute A1 towards Lille at "la porte de la Chapelle"; exit at sortie nº2 "Stade de France" and follow the signs for "Villetaneuse - Université".
   - road map (from Paris to Montmagny);
   - Schematic map from Porte de la Chapelle.

2. By sub-urban train: (Consult the plan of the Ile-de-France rail network (SNCF) and click on the Northern sector to help understand these instructions - the relevant lines SNCF/Banlieue Nord are shown in blue.):
   - The trains leave from the Banlieue (sub-urban) section of the Gare du Nord, which is at surface level. Take a train which stops at Epinay-Villetaneuse; the stations at which the train stops are indicated by panels on the platforms. (The final destination will be either Ermont-Eaubonne or Luzarches or Monsoult-Maffliers or Persan-Beaumont or Valmondois).
   - Get off at Epinay-Villetaneuse and take one of the buses 156 or 354 or 356 for the campus.
   - Descend at `Université Paris XIII'.
   - The SNCF timetable can be used to obtain train times. (Use Departure point: Gare du Nord, Arrival point: Villetaneuse).

3. By métro: ligne 13, get off at 'Saint Denis - Université' and take the bus 356 to `Université Paris 13';
4. **By the RER D:** take the RER D to St. Denis and then bus 156 until the stop `Université Paris 13';

5. **From Bobigny:** take the Tramway Ligne no 1, to St. Denis `Place du marché' and then bus 256 until `Division Leclerc-Université'

6. **From the IUT at St. Denis:** take the Bus 256 to `Université Paris 13'; alternatively take bus 156 or 356 to the stop `Université Paris 13'.

**Metro and RER maps**

- The [RATP maps](#) show the RER and métro lines at Paris.